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The word iodation, technique has a long history of use in th

udy of huMan development and behavior.. Most of the efforts have been

dressed IQ the developmental nature of.associations between words

(Bartel ,Grill & Bartel, 1973; Brown 4 Berko, 1966; Ent isle 'Forsyth,

4 V
& Muuss, 1964; Ervin, 1963- Francis 1972; Lippman, 1971; McNeill, 1966;

'Pllermo )

-Some researchers have extended word association tudies beyond the

investigation of developmental patterns and have applied the technique as

ool"for examining word. meaning (Deese, 1965; Dinnan, Neilsen., & Crable,

1976; Ervin, 1961; Noble, 1952). The greatest weakness of these efforts,

h wever, he been the failure to recognize the Tole of context in the

impartation of meaning to words. Investigators have, for the most part,

neglected to consider that word association research could contribute to

an explanation of how word meaning is processed in contextual language,

especially in reading, Instead they have tended to limit their work to

the study of isolated words. The disregard of context in estarCh.

methodology becomes c hen researchers attempt to apply their

findings to en explanation-of reading behavior. These investigations

seem to suggest that responding to words in isolation is comparable to

responding to words that are surrounded by others such as would be the

case in typicalreadingsituations (Bigaj Dinnan, & Crable, 1977;

. Dinnan, Bickley, & Cowart, 971; Mickelson 1972; Tobiessen, 1964). It

has been su 'ggested that.oroficiant readers are aware of the specific.

textual setting of .6 word and utilize the constraints of context, but

that the "constraintsthalare actually examined in association studies.

may bear little rel tionShip to natural language (Weaver, Kingston, &

`finnan, 1971). Is it mainl a matter of historical accident that



association studies.have,yielded relatively little information toward

an understanding of how connected discourse is processed? Furthermore,

should researchers be asking whethersuChinforMation can ever-come frpm

the date .these studies generate- 1Fillenbaum & Jones, 1965;)?

One of the purposes- of this -study was to meet a challenge d by

researchers Such as-Fillenbaumand;.Jones-(1965): to expand the use of the
....

,word association technique as a tool for understanding how a reader imparts

meankng,to words encounter'ed in wr it i en language. The technique of

responding to word stimuli by free association (i.e., word association)

is particularly appropriate for-studying word meaning in reading because

word association seems to figure prominently in a concept of word meaning

as well as in a theory of reading behavior. As part of the study,

concept of meaning was developed that recognized the semantic attribute

.or features of a word (including syntactic attributes) and the constraints.

imposed by the surrounding context- .There are features of a word that

determine its placement in a semantic hierarchy; and theSe features'form

a network that represents word meaning (Anderson, 1972; Quinlan, 1968).

That is, how different words are related in terms of meaning is a function

of the connections affong the attributes of the words themselves. Further,

assessments of word relatedness haVe been provided by the use of word

association methodology in classic' studies of word meaningsr, The technique
arib

has been applied, however, only to words in isolation (Deese, 1962; Noble,

1952). Other roesearch has focused on the assoc*ational aspect of context

in the ! impartation of meaning to words. Hqrmann: (1971), for one,

suggested that context mentarily strengthens certain a ociation5 of

a word, which has the effect of making other meanings less available to



the reader. An 'earlier' study*. Rowe and Osgood 1954): suggests that

wordassocia ion IS.a function of the probability that 4 _certain wordiwi 1

appear in various contexts;

The data from wdrdassociation research car support not :only a concept.

of word meaning, but.a theory of reading behavior as well. There

growing consensus among theorists that 'reading behavior is an 'hypothesis-

teiting proceSS, or a cognitive search for meaning and its veTification:,

thin this theory, it can be inferred that the associations of a word by

means of its attributes and the constraints of the context surr=ounding

the word contribute to readers' information-seeking and verifying pro-
.

cesses by which hypotheses of meaningfulness for words encountered in

reading -are tested.

Supported by a concept of meaning that recogni es word attributes

and contextual constraint and' by an hypothesis7test n4 theory of reading,

word association methodology was used to generatetwo hypotheses in this

study. One hypothesis was based on the assumption that. responses to

target words could be assigned categories of meading=that would reflect

various sets of attributes for the word. For example, given the target

word bed, three responses were a Powerbed. a place to sleep, and omething

to sleep on. The 4-eaturas of the first-response would suggest-assignment

to one category. The features of the second and third responses would
. , ...,

suggest another categoryof meaning. The number of different categories

of response to a target word, or range, was-considered t6 be an.indiction

of the meaning Imparted to the-word. 'Features' that are supplied by

context were-seen asconstraining the range of word meaning. It was

hypothesized,that the number of response categories would decrease as-the



the word increased. A secorid

ttlesis was based on the notion that a.pa adigmatic response to ,a word,

target word (e g, kind -'Zibn), was

more likely to sham semantic features h the word-than a n n-paradigmatic

response. (e4.-, king mad) (Franc ,1912).: faradigMatic res.pohd ing to a

word was considered to be another indication-of the mean ng,imparted to a

word. lt,was hypothesized that the oportion of paradigAtic responses

to a word would increase as the size of the written context surrounding

the word increased.
1

Subjects

'Method

o proficient sixth -grade readers participated in the study.-

. Subject-,were drawn frdm the entire sixth 9-rade of one elementary school,
. .

(abotit:100 students) And om one cles/Fof another school (about 20

students) Both schools were located in a suburban. county of the stare

of Maryland,. 5tudents .=re,not included in the study if they did not
. , ./.

,score at least -9.© on the reading comprehension subtest. Of the loWa Tests

'of Basic Skills administereCone(Iearprior to data collection or did not

reQeive,a p sit i ve rating on scat e'deAloped by the investigator to

provide

mate -ra,1

of a reader's ehension of a variety of written,
.

ovOr.SeVeral-months' time.

additional'crit

Each student.,irneluded as a subject

ria: ::did not repeat igtade;responded sAxt--sfactori y'

all instrument judged according to _pbcifie riter (see Escoe, 919);

received written parental permitsion t: partici

gat ion.

ate ie. the investi-



Materils

The following-instruments were developed by the inves

assoctation test-pf-jsolated words an association teat of words

limited Context,ian an association test of words in expanded context.

The test of isolated1words consisted of -21-nouns, including 10 target

wards that ot1c1 be used to analyze effects of context. The, test of

limited context contained 16 tingle sentences f whi4h included the

same target words as the test of isolated girds. The test of expanded

`=context was composed of 11 sets of-three sentences. Across sets the. secondAcross

sentences consisted of the 10 target sentences of the test of liM ted con-

text pfus one ofthv-remaining.six frlier-sentences -drawn at random.

The 10 'target-wont:Is were selected by the following procedure Ao

maximize e ivplenee of target words.. First, all nouns eppearing on

the Palermo and Jenkins (1964)'1is 200 stimulus words were identified.

,Only,nOuns were u d'so that the findings of this-study could_be c mpa red

with prior research such as that of Micke son (1972) nd others which

had drawn items from' the same source: If a noun was classified as more

than one part of speech, it was drawn for the word sample only if it was,

classified, first as a noun according, to The Random-House Dictionary of the

English Languag& (Stein, 1969),,,which lists the most frequent c assifi-

cation first. Next, the resultant pool o,f 74 words as checked by two

lists of frequency data to ensure that the words occured in fifth- and

sixth -grade reeding material' (Carroll,Davies 6 Richman, 1971;

Thorndike & Lorge,' 1944). The remaining 66 words were rated by six adults

on a scale developed by the investigator to assess the,imageTy value of the

words. The instrument was designed according to the theory that concrete



nouns are superi r to abstract nuns in their cit imagery,

and that imagery can facil-

(Paivio, 1965).

they would be more likely to facilit t responding. ,Finally, the group of

54 highly picturable words was narrowed to those words which received the

tate the formati n of association between Words

Words rated as easy to picture. were selected; because

10 highest number of dictionary entr es lisIed far the word, using'The

Random House Dictionary
2

- Target words that had the most entries were

seen as supplying the greatest range of mean' ng-categories.

The test of isolated words contained filler words-in addition to

the target words. The filler words were chosen randomly from all Words

that met the criteria described above for target words, except for image

value and number of dictionary entries e., they were sele&d from 56

words that remained after taret words were removed from list of 66

0,

words). ...Filler words served training and procedural purposes. The tests

--
of limited context and expanded context contained filler sentences for the

same reasons. Each sentence generated for he limited context met

-additional criteria: was embedded ith.a sti ulus word (target or filler)

that was used as a noun; was generated wjAhfcomparablP syntax
0

bOth structure and complexity according to endicott!s scale (1973); was

generated according to "objective" case relations (Fillmore, 1968); was

_arms Of

comprised entirely of wOrds that met the.Thorndrke-Lorge (1944) and

American Heritage (Carroll, et al., 1971) criteria specified for the

sel"ect"ion of target words; and received a positive rating of acceptability

from each of five graduate students id reading. Acceptability was based

on whether the sentence was likely to be included in children's reading

materials; fiat is, did not sound awkward or contrived. Each set of



sentences generated for the-expanded context was constructed according .

to the general pattern for the limited context with ,additions:

from the test of limited coat
-

and the first and third sen

relations Fillmore 1968).

ac instrument was a

St wOsthe second sentence ithin a set,

s in a set reflected "agentive" case

stapled,. booklet p inted with One, item pe

. Filler items were used to equalize

ments. The order of all iten

page.

responding time-among the three intru-

including targets, was varied randomly for

each booklet; however, the positions of target and filler items were fixed.

-For training purposes,.= filler item appeared on -the irst page of each

booklet. To maximize on-task reading behavior alt,items for th!e tests

f limited context and expanded context were preceded by a restricted

el ze task, an omitted word for each sentence determined randomly, applied

to the same item but on a separate page. Sample'target items. are presented

in Table 1.

Insert- Table 1 about here

Tasks-

Subjects- were asked to respond to two tasks for each instrument:

Task- 1 consisted of varied - length responses (single word, phraSe, sentence)

approximately half of the items, including-five target words. Task 2

was restricted to single-word responses to the other test items, including

the ,other five target words. The target words were:

Task 1 Task

man hand
bed king
numbers foot

square light

head, 'house
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The filler words were: lamp (for each of thethree tests); boy, bible,

etove, ty, and tobaace, (for the tests of isolated words and limited

context) ; and chair., anger,'carpeit, and religiOn (for the test a
d

.isolated words only). Task 1 responses were analyzed in terms of the
fi

number of different. meaning.-categories that were assigned to the responses'

Q -

by raters, while Task 2 responses were analyzed in terms of- eters' desig-

nations of:paradigmatic or non-paTadigmatic. Estimates of interrat
4

reliability were established among-the three raters for each.task. For

Task 1, responses, both perentagesof agreement and Kappa coefficient

of agreement between pairs of raters were. provided. Reliability estimated

between each pair of rate us in g percentages of dbreement, ranged from

61.83 to 98.92 for individual target words, =with a mean across all woi-ds

and all pairs of raters at 88.21. With Kappa coefficients the range was

from .445 to .981 with a mean of .827. For Task 2 responses .the Pki

coefficient was used: interrater reliability was estimated at 798 to

1.000 for- individual target words., with a mean of .954 across all words =

andall pairs ofe raters..

Procedure

Tests were admihrstered ind vidually tp each subje-ct on each three

daysspiced one Wee: vart. The administration of the instruments.was

ordered in six different sequences. Subjects were randomly assigned ,

sequence of test administration. For Task 1 items- subjects were -asked

to tell what the target word made them think of; for Task 2, they

were asked to tell in cnc word what the target word ma4 them think
4.4

of. Responses were recorded in icing by the test administrator.



A repeated -leasuresadesign was used for a single §rouvof sUbjects.

TheffeCt of context on word meaning was assessed in two ways. One was

through the number.of different categories of meaning assigned by a rater

as corresponding to responses to a word:. A category number was assigned

to each Task 1 response elicited under the three conditions of context,

each response listed in'order of data collect n. No indication was

.given, asto,which association test s administeredwhen the:particular

response was given. ,C gory numbers were assit bigned from lists of dictio-
a.

nary entries seleCted according to specified criteria (See'foptnote:2)'

and tallied for each target word,under. each condition of context. The

index of dispersyoh D). was:employed-to assess the variation of resp_nse

categories among the three conditions of Context.

Another assessment the effect of context can word meaning. was

provided by proportions of paradigmatic to total responses. A:designation
,

of paradigmatic or non-paradigmatic was assigned by a er for each Task

2 response, listed in order of data collection. The particular test

administered for any response was not indicated,-: The.number of para-

digmatic.responses to each word was tallied andaveragedand transformed

into Meam proportion of total responses,

Results

Index of dispersion.0 valueS representing.Ahe numbe;of different.

categories corresponding to subjects' responses to the five target words

under three levels of written context are presented in Table 2. Examina

tion of the table indicates that the number'ofdifferent response categories
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Insert Table 2 about. here
6

decreased' from the'condiXion of'a context of -word

though -.that of threesentences.(ekpanded context)* AdaN i k.f 'varLince
. ,

`procedures(ANOVA)` for-repeated measures. esult< ed in a decision to reject

an hypothesis- of ffici- differences based upon the conservative F test (Geisser

Greenhouse, 1998H mF.(1,4) 2608, p < .01 MSe The decision
,

also held with the cionventional F test (Dayton, 1910 Admaoilik, Levin,

& Hubert, 1977) F (2;8)', = 26-08, p < .01, MSe m .022. Using the'Newman-,

leuls post hoc procedure -with all possible pairwise comparisons at the

t

.01 level,-significant differences were found betwetn.the conditions of

isolated 'words and single.- sentence context and between isolated words and

threesentence contexts- :difference between single-sentence and three- \-6
.4

sentence context, however:- w found to be not gnificant,

The-mean proportions of paradigmatic to total responses th five

target words under three- conditions of written con xt are presented in.

.,Table,3. It may be seen from Table 3 that the mean proportion of pare-

dig -lic to total responSes for each target word and for the total target

words inc edSed from the condition of isolated Words through the condition

of a three-sentence context. Unlike the data collected t- test the firs

hypothesis, these data provided frequency scores; therefore scores of the

mean pro0o

Insert Table 3 about here

ons, .andnot D values, were the units employed in analysis

Variance procedures.. ANOVA for repeated measures esulted insignificant

ferences under the three conditions of context for the main effect, with





both conservative and conventional

143

tests, F ( 6 ) = 377.70, p < .01,

MSe = .084 and F (2,122) = 377,70.p < .01, MSe = .084, respectively.

the basis of the F tests, however, no decision was reached as to whether

the effect of content (words) or the interaction of size of context and

content was significant because of conflicting results analyses; fur

both effects a conventional. F test resulted in the rejection

hypothesis of no difference:. F (4,244) 5,20,

tent) and

the conSery

differences,

'8,488) 3-91. P - 01. = 1)0 (LOHLCAL A Lontent), while

test resulted in failure

5.20,

I an hypotheai s of no

.01, MSe ISO (..ontent) and _ ,61)

3.91 - .0 , MSe - _ 1 ) 6 (Li n L ).1 AO 1

homogeneity of varIatone= Luvari e was iii1SuLCSr01 due

Leal rut

van i sh iny

determinant and a sinyular matrix in the Lunrprttat ional Ihe

mail, effect aild the LtA,Lc.)L f

with all possible pairwiae Compariaon3. Ne,,man keola poLt ho,

prureJure at 01 level

L,

1 difference of main effect were four to

nuk sIgniflcani 1!1 1,/t4Otif.9 OM, r NiLe
.

ul Ick-I

3E diri,,

ft1I

41

LeIlL Ot.5 1.1 L. 6cntlasta)

:=LtiJy

of itten -o-text L}I1 v.( J )iny da, 1.1 .sth, dolojf
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served an additional research purpose, which was to extend the word asso-

ciation technique as a tool for understanding how meaning -is imparted to

words encountered in reading situations

The finding that the size of the written context surrounding a word

had a significant effect on the number of different response categories

corresponding to the word appears to support the notion of reading as an

hypothesis-testing behavior as advanced by Goodman (1967), Hall RIbuvir

(1973), Pearson (i978), Samuei5 (1970) and Smith (1978), It was prod i

mole I tul lliat Ionthat the presence of a,arger size of context n

to assist the language user in attaching appro olcdniny I.L. a t=4,-,Iii

In reading. However, RoSt hot. al ly I indiLated r 4111i. I..

choice of meaning provided by a three- sentence context was not signiHcantly

greater than that provided by a 5I11 IC neflLCI lre. A pI rs ILIe Inter

pieLatIu, thit, rhrJI,ls

three Lu11JIL1oil5 k_onte-L, -I I I Len se',FEl,II .I

not an isolated word) prior and tollowiny a word

idi" 1,1 or

that m. 1.tt,d I vq,,J ur ir ac,.k

r,,p-Li

I

-.1c=. 4.. LI3l

.J,.,

r r r, JI

1,, .1

that

Lk'

tr 3 i le j, t air.o

Ndiwt10. (1,9/1 that .,11t,c,o,

I Ant.,

Al (. Icerly

ry the

a
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the reader in limiting the meanings he or she attaches to a word. The

support :is ba %ed on the notion that paradigmatic associations are more

likely to reflect shared features of ds (Francis, 1972). 'Why

indication of word meaning, that is categories of response, and a second

indication, paradigmatic responding, did not yield Whblly consistent

results is subject to further study. Ona,explanation albeit a pre lature

one, is that single-word responses (Task 2) to determine pa _Iymatic/

non-paradiymatIc assoclatlor d stimuli pro

rid ca LI on of -meaning than multiple viol J r p

IdntliLtdd

From the data gathered here it seems reasonable to corrclnJr that

the many resealcheis who used the ,rold assoL_Iation Ac U.

laced words rang have overgen -alized when they applied their tInJleys to

Implications COnc rriny conteAlual=lanywa e be viol especialli

n (IJ/Z) StuJiecl the r elat I lrr rilp between

verbal encoding, a measure of tluerrcy

and rand i acloevement. She found that impr

tenuILQJ 1, Lcii.1 IQ J11)

study, MI kel

.he,s

rldlny to d ICJ

ntive verbal

LFIC

lu lespondinq 4.- I ,s-+

I .2 I L l.fiiipid I IC I I t. I n ail h1perLlic izi 0i,, 1 c,4 I .0

a i eadi 1, av,..,I iaLit. w ..,1 Lk,1,,, f 1,11 1 ,J I .,,I J

11,21., be an indi--.:ti,n of an indi 1J0 l'n oti-1. , i,. 1:1,. IlitOILA

plu,Ca (it 'Ai iliA 1.,aJi119). a ok,i1u,i Lr,a. MIO il.,, ,i

linyui5t I I I s di tit..wit L,,, ,LI.,L tr,lo ,,,,tluli a ,keppott I f

of rCaj1119 _ ,he,. 1011 hr tf,e ond,_ oppl,,,. -ALik_Ail at liJii

gunge Ur It lonyet than songl word ALrnorrIedqIny Lha 1i,rritatiOr , _

present study. Lhe results attest that ,espouse= LL in,,Id _J ,J1J ntlomll
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are not the same as responses to words that are embedded in a linguistic

context. Further research is suggested to strengthen the conclusions of

this study and to widen their applicability: double-blind replication

te,

with other populati'ons; larger contexts, other target words; study of the

contributions of-extra-linguistic context and interaction with ,linguistic

context i~n the impartation of meaning to words; investigation of

instructional application such as the effect of context on in 9/

learning word meaning.

In the past_ word association 1 h ©s Lontilbated much towaid

explanations of human development and behovivi.

study .

IL tict ed in tic

5 IcbcatCh t

failed to do up to now, however, is provide information abodt word meaning

in wr iLten L, rItex

111:C0'1111y

From thec data, it oppean3 (hal

1-5 only

lc Jim9 situations, but;

means t. a Li

I ,t,

IatIUn

L,,1 L, ..11;,10L1119

a(10

of inquily namely me,,ning and reading.
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Footnotes

'DetailedDetailed support for these notions and how they contribute to a

theory of reading is provided in the author's doctoral dissertation

completed at the University of Maryland, 1979.

2For consistency, criteria were established for including/ -eluding

individual entries in the count. Included v;ere: expressions beginning

with the stimulus word; proper nouns, titles (e Man and Superman) ;

each numbered enti-y, excluded were: affixed words, if the unaffixed

word is counted (e.g., heads); possessives; non- - English expressions

.9-, sp cht deu

4

hyphenated words.

h); lettered items within entries; abbreviatioes;
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Table 1

Examples of Target Items

Test of Isolated Words

Target-Response Presentation

number

Test of Limited Context

Restricted Clone Presentation

Both numbers carte the animal acts

atter statue regular

Target-Response Pre_ ertation

both numbers Lome after

Test of Expanded Context

Restricted Close Presentation

e4-4,) tole the musI6 sitting Sri

stand'above the piano. Both

numbers come the drill! gal act

He walked out the stags and

sal in the empty street.

d.4., the

animal acts.

Target-Response PreSentatIou

Bob tore the molL al_ Inj on
the stand above the piano. Both

numbers came after the ariIHal aLta

He walked Out the stag, door and

sang in tie empty street_
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Table 2

Index of Dispersi_n (0) Values
for Number of Different Response Categories

to Task 1 Words" by Coritext

Target Word

man

bed

numbel5

square

head

Context

Isolated
'Word Limited Expanded Meart

.878 .709 .184 -591

.864 .648 -313 .608

.852 452 .418 5714

-879 .292 .032 :1401

.154 0 JZ .366

877 451 .196 .508
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Table 3

Mean Proportions of Paradigmatic to Total Responses
Across Task 2 Words by Context

Target Word

Context

Isolated
Word Limi ted Mc ot

hand .419 .684 1=000 .704

1.0 rty 110 .//4 jd4 So

toOt .30/ 7/4 I Ouu 696

I I y z58 54o j01-1 > /'

hLw b81 00u /0

.355 / 1 o jj4




